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This essay sheds light on the future of the fashion industry and explicates how technologies will
revolutionize the fashion industry. Moreover, the benefits of leveraging robots in the fashion
industry are demystified in this essay. Furthermore, how to earn substantial money online so that
you can afford to procure your own smart clothing products is expounded upon in this essay. The
future of the fashion industry will not only be characterized by dynamism as it continues to
metaphorically evolve, but will also be eminently auspicious for fashion designers, supply chain
members, retailers, and customers. Technological advancements are profoundly changing the
fashion industry and are rendering it all the more technology driven. Technological
advancements have even been “automating the fashion designer” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In the
coming years, “artificial intelligence will further reshape brands’ approach to product design and
development, with a focus on predicting what customers will want to wear next. Google for
instance has already tested the waters of user-driven artificial intelligence fashion design with
Project Muze, The project trained a neural network to understand colors, textures, style
preferences, and other ‘esthetic parameters,’ derived from Google’s Fashion Trends Report as
well as design and trend data sourced by Zalando. From there, Project Muze used an algorithm
to create designs based on users’ interests and alignment with the style preferences recognized
by the network” (“The Future Of,” 2019) . Similarly to Google, “Ebook Tops is innovating in this
area as well. One Ebook Tops project, would use machine learning to assess whether an item is
‘stylish’ or not. Another, out of Ebook Tops’s Lab126 R&D arm in California, would use images to
learn about a particular fashion style and create similar images from scratch” (“The Future Of,”
2019). In the coming years, artificially intelligent fashion designers will leverage deep learning in
order to churn out original designs based on “images, themes, and keywords imported by
human designers” (“The Future Of,” 2019). It would be unsurprising if artificially intelligent fashion
designers designed some of the fashion industry’s best selling products. Artificial intelligence is
able to understand to understand customer preferences in far greater depth than human fashion
designers. Artificial intelligence will become more prevalent in the fashion industry in the coming
years as brands become more dependent on leveraging “artificial intelligence systems” (“The
Future Of,” 2019) to bring their grandiose visions to fruition. Artificial intelligence has begun to
influence the future trajectories of fashion brands and will play a more prominent role in the
fashion industry in the coming years as “artificial intelligence systems” (“The Future Of,” 2019)
becomes more ubiquitous among fashion brands. For instance, “Stitch Fix is already at the
forefront of artificial intelligence driven fashion with its ‘Hybrid Design’ garments, which are
created by algorithms that identify trends and styles missing from the Stitch Fix inventory and
suggest new designs based on combinations of consumers’ favorite colors, patterns, and
textiles for human designers’ approval. The company has said that the artificial intelligence
designed pieces perform comparably in ‘keeper’ sales to the garments from its fashion-brand
suppliers. That is likely because Stitch Fix has such vast troves of customer data informing its



artificial intelligence, thanks to its subscription-based, feedback-focused business model” (“The
Future Of"). Artificial intelligence can assist fashion brands with developing the quintessential
fashion products that are designed to sell based on the customer’s preferences and purchasing
history. The usage of artificial intelligence in the fashion industry can help fashion companies
attain higher profit margins, higher sales volumes, higher revenue, and increased customer
retention rates.
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on the future of the fashion industry and explicates how technologies will revolutionize the
fashion industry. Moreover, the benefits of leveraging robots in the fashion industry are
demystified in this essay. Furthermore, how to earn substantial money online so that you can
afford to procure your own smart clothing products is expounded upon in this essay.The future of
the fashion industry will not only be characterized by dynamism as it continues to metaphorically
evolve, but will also be eminently auspicious for fashion designers, supply chain members,
retailers, and customers. Technological advancements are profoundly changing the fashion
industry and are rendering it all the more technology driven. Technological advancements have
even been “automating the fashion designer” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In the coming years,
“artificial intelligence will further reshape brands’ approach to product design and development,
with a focus on predicting what customers will want to wear next. Google for instance has
already tested the waters of user-driven artificial intelligence fashion design with Project Muze,
The project trained a neural network to understand colors, textures, style preferences, and other
‘esthetic parameters,’ derived from Google’s Fashion Trends Report as well as design and trend
data sourced by Zalando. From there, Project Muze used an algorithm to create designs based
on users’ interests and alignment with the style preferences recognized by the network” (“The
Future Of,” 2019) . Similarly to Google, “Ebook Tops is innovating in this area as well. One Ebook
Tops project, would use machine learning to assess whether an item is ‘stylish’ or not. Another,
out of Ebook Tops’s Lab126 R&D arm in California, would use images to learn about a particular
fashion style and create similar images from scratch” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In the coming
years, artificially intelligent fashion designers will leverage deep learning in order to churn out
original designs based on “images, themes, and keywords imported by human designers” (“The
Future Of,” 2019). It would be unsurprising if artificially intelligent fashion designers designed



some of the fashion industry’s best selling products. Artificial intelligence is able to understand to
understand customer preferences in far greater depth than human fashion designers. Artificial
intelligence will become more prevalent in the fashion industry in the coming years as brands
become more dependent on leveraging “artificial intelligence systems” (“The Future Of,” 2019) to
bring their grandiose visions to fruition. Artificial intelligence has begun to influence the future
trajectories of fashion brands and will play a more prominent role in the fashion industry in the
coming years as “artificial intelligence systems” (“The Future Of,” 2019) becomes more
ubiquitous among fashion brands. For instance, “Stitch Fix is already at the forefront of artificial
intelligence driven fashion with its ‘Hybrid Design’ garments, which are created by algorithms
that identify trends and styles missing from the Stitch Fix inventory and suggest new designs
based on combinations of consumers’ favorite colors, patterns, and textiles for human
designers’ approval. The company has said that the artificial intelligence designed pieces
perform comparably in ‘keeper’ sales to the garments from its fashion-brand suppliers. That is
likely because Stitch Fix has such vast troves of customer data informing its artificial intelligence,
thanks to its subscription-based, feedback-focused business model” (“The Future Of,” 2019).
Artificial intelligence can assist fashion brands with developing the quintessential fashion
products that are designed to sell based on the customer’s preferences and purchasing history.
The usage of artificial intelligence in the fashion industry can help fashion companies attain
higher profit margins, higher sales volumes, higher revenue, and increased customer retention
rates. Moreover, the efficacious utilization of artificial intelligence by fashion brands can help
them to bolster their brand recognition, brand loyalty, and brand loyalty as well as help them to
reduce their human labor costs. The integration of artificial intelligence in the fashion industry is
unequivocally a boon to the fashion industry. In the coming years, artificial intelligence will assist
more fashion brands with being able to instantaneously modify their fashion designs.The Future
Of The Fashion Industry, How Technologies Will Revolutionize The Fashion Industry, The
Benefits Of Leveraging Robots In The Fashion Industry, And How To Earn Substantial Money
Online So That You Can Afford To Procure Your Own Smart Clothing ProductsThe future of the
fashion industry will not only be characterized by dynamism as it continues to metaphorically
evolve, but will also be eminently auspicious for fashion designers, supply chain members,
retailers, and customers. Technological advancements are profoundly changing the fashion
industry and are rendering it all the more technology driven. Technological advancements have
even been “automating the fashion designer” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In the coming years,
“artificial intelligence will further reshape brands’ approach to product design and development,
with a focus on predicting what customers will want to wear next. Google for instance has
already tested the waters of user-driven artificial intelligence fashion design with Project Muze,
The project trained a neural network to understand colors, textures, style preferences, and other
‘esthetic parameters,’ derived from Google’s Fashion Trends Report as well as design and trend
data sourced by Zalando. From there, Project Muze used an algorithm to create designs based
on users’ interests and alignment with the style preferences recognized by the network” (“The



Future Of,” 2019). Similarly to Google, “Ebook Tops is innovating in this area as well. One Ebook
Tops project, would use machine learning to assess whether an item is ‘stylish’ or not. Another,
out of Ebook Tops’s Lab126 R&D arm in California, would use images to learn about a particular
fashion style and create similar images from scratch” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In the coming
years, artificially intelligent fashion designers will leverage deep learning in order to churn out
original designs based on “images, themes, and keywords imported by human designers” (“The
Future Of,” 2019). It would be unsurprising if artificially intelligent fashion designers designed
some of the fashion industry’s best selling products. Artificial intelligence is able to understand to
understand customer preferences in far greater depth than human fashion designers.Artificial
intelligence will become more prevalent in the fashion industry in the coming years as brands
become more dependent on leveraging “artificial intelligence systems” (“The Future Of,” 2019) to
bring their grandiose visions to fruition. Artificial intelligence has begun to influence the future
trajectories of fashion brands and will play a more prominent role in the fashion industry in the
coming years as “artificial intelligence systems” (“The Future Of,” 2019) becomes more
ubiquitous among fashion brands. For instance, “Stitch Fix is already at the forefront of artificial
intelligence driven fashion with its ‘Hybrid Design’ garments, which are created by algorithms
that identify trends and styles missing from the Stitch Fix inventory and suggest new designs
based on combinations of consumers’ favorite colors, patterns, and textiles for human
designers’ approval. The company has said that the artificial intelligence designed pieces
perform comparably in ‘keeper’ sales to the garments from its fashion-brand suppliers. That is
likely because Stitch Fix has such vast troves of customer data informing its artificial intelligence,
thanks to its subscription-based, feedback-focused business model” (“The Future Of,” 2019).
Artificial intelligence can assist fashion brands with developing the quintessential fashion
products that are designed to sell based on the customer’s preferences and purchasing history.
The usage of artificial intelligence in the fashion industry can help fashion companies attain
higher profit margins, higher sales volumes, higher revenue, and increased customer retention
rates. Moreover, the efficacious utilization of artificial intelligence by fashion brands can help
them to bolster their brand recognition, brand loyalty, and brand loyalty as well as help them to
reduce their human labor costs. The integration of artificial intelligence in the fashion industry is
unequivocally a boon to the fashion industry.In the coming years, artificial intelligence will assist
more fashion brands with being able to instantaneously modify their fashion designs. “This
means brands can” (“The Future Of,” 2019) capitalize on utilizing “real-time artificial intelligence
insights to modify fashions right up to the minute they hit production” (“The Future Of,” 2019).
The future of the fashion industry will also be eminently favorable for customers since it apt to
render personalized clothing options for customers ever more accessible and affordable.
Customers will even be able to utilize “augmented reality fitting rooms to try on clothing
options” (“The Future Of,” 2019) in the coming years and will have product recommendation
algorithms available to them which can influence their clothing purchasing decisions on the
spot.In the coming years, “the next era of fashion will be all about personalization and prediction.



With more and more data, algorithms will become the trend hunters predicting and designing
what is next in ways that have never been possible. True fit’s big data platform for instance
facilitates capabilities, such as artificial intelligence powered fashion discovery, exact-fit clothing,
and shoe recommendations. The platform uses transaction data to determine customer
preferences that ‘better personalize all touch points of the consumer journey’ for brands. When
clothing companies are able to eliminate uncertainties regarding ‘size and fit’ of the garments
then it can increase average order values by 20% and decrease return rates by 30%” (“The
Future Of,” 2019). Smart fitting can be utilized by fashion companies to ensure that clothing is
tailored to fit the individual customer. It would stand to reason that personalization of design will
become more prevalent in the fashion industry in the coming years as more fashion companies
leverage artificial intelligence to furnish their customers with unique fashion products that are
based on their preferences.The future of the fashion industry will be replete with ample social
media influencers promoting fashion products. “Social media accelerates” (“The Future Of,”
2019) the micro-fashion season cycle. “Influencer marketing and other social media strategies
help new trends travel fast, creating rapid consumer demand for hyper-cheap fashions.
Shoppers act on that demand instantly, thanks to ‘See-Now Buy-Now’ tools on platforms, such
as Instagram and Pinterest. Fashion Nova is one example of a fast fashion e-commerce brand
that has successfully leveraged social media to build its customer base and its brand. The
company has more than 15 million followers on Instagram, as well as more than 3,000
influencers, known as #NovaBabes, promoting its clothes. Fast fashion brand Boohoo has said
that its profits doubled after paying celebrities to promote its products on Instagram to 16-24
year old fans” (“The Future Of,” 2019). Social commerce has been a boon to the fashion industry.
World renowned influencers influence fashion trends. The fashion industry no longer has long
seasons, but rather has a copious amount of micro-seasons and is constantly changing
trends.“The push for sustainability” (“The Future Of,” 2019) in the fashion industry is gaining
traction. “Consumers are wising up to the negatives of fast fashion” (“The Future Of,” 2019). In
other words, “socially conscious shoppers are embracing the growing movement of ‘slow
fashion,’ which focuses on sustainable materials and transparent, ethical labor and
manufacturing. Young, upcoming brands in the fashion space are making moves to align with
this shift in consumer sensitivities. Cuyana urges customers to shift their focus to buying ‘fewer,
better things’. Its products for instance are made with sustainable, plant-based materials
including linen and silk” (“The Future Of,” 2019). Customer concerns about sustainability, raw
materials utilized, C02 emissions, green house gas emissions, and water wastage from the
fashion industry continue to grow among younger generations. As enticing as a movement
towards slow fashion may appear to be to younger generations, it is unlikely that fashion industry
trends will revert back to being long lasting in the coming years, especially with ubiquity of
artificial intelligence in the fashion industry.In the coming years, the “secondhand apparel
market” (“The Future Of,” 2019) is apt to reach “$51,000,000,000 by 2023” (“The Future Of,”
2019). There is an abundance of apparel products in existence and the secondhand apparel



market is able to fill the more frugal customer’s need for more apparel products at more
affordable price points.In the coming years, the supply chain of the fashion industry will be all the
more streamlined. “Some brands for instance are ‘internalizing’ production to quicken the pace
of manufacturing and meet consumer demand more rapidly. For instance, in 2018, Gucci
launched Gucci Art Lab, a 37,000-square-meter product development and lab testing center
with in-house prototyping and sampling activity for leather goods, new materials, metal
hardware, and packaging. The project’s aim is to bring the Gucci supply chain closer to home,
ultimately giving the brand greater control over product development, sampling, and material
development. Elsewhere, brands are exploring how 3D printing can help them produce goods
on-demand and create new avenues for customization” (“The Future Of,” 2019). Improvements to
the supply chain in the fashion industry are beneficial to both fashion brands and customers.
Streamlining a supply chain can help companies to eliminate supply chain bottlenecks, attain
greater quality control over products, and deliver high quality products to end users.The
integration of 3D printing technologies into the fashion industry can help the fashion industry to
minimize raw material wastage. “Printing the garments can reduce fabric waste in production by
about 35%” (“The Future Of,” 2019). Moreover, the utilization of 3D printing technologies in the
fashion industry can render rare items all the more affordable and available to customers,
especially if they can be produced at anytime via 3D printing technologies. It would stand to
reason that 3D printing technologies are all the more apt to become more prevalent in the
fashion industry in the coming years. The future of the fashion industry will be a far cry from the
fashion industry of past decades, especially as personalization of design becomes more
commonplace in the fashion industry due to the ubiquity of artificial intelligence and adoption of
3D printing technologies.
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